
 

 
Energy is Life 

 
   Life begins in the Cell 
              Groups of Cells become Tissues 
                        Tissues become Organs 
                                  Organs form a Person! 

 

                                         Our life’s energy is called several things around the world … i.e… chi, Ki, Qi,  
prana, fire, mojo, aura, biofield, energy field  …the interaction of negative & positive receptors in the body,  
the energy of life,  life force, vibration or frequency in each of us---our individual natural magnetism. 
 

This biofield is as important to our body’s energy (nervous) system  ~ just as our 

heart is to our circulatory system and our lungs are to our respiratory system – 
a necessary process for health & vitality.  Without it, we are dead. 

 

                        Our Earths Natural Electro-Magnetic Fields 
 

Electricity is what causes our hearts to beat and our brains to think. Without it,  
       there would be no cell division; we could not hear, see, feel or move.  
 

We don't just use energy / electricity  -   it is an essential part of who we are. 
 

Our planet has its own natural electrical and magnetic fields.  
Lightning, for example, creates natural electrical fields as it 
strikes the planet hundreds of times each hour.  
 

The Earth itself is like a giant magnet, with lines of electro-magnetic force running  
from the positive -North Pole to the negative- South Pole --- just like our own bodies. 

 

Life has adapted to and existed within this natural electromagnetic environment, balancing pollutants & weather 
patterns, for millions of years … that is, until the last few decades … 

 

Modern technology and its effect on our bodies 
 

One of the key functions of our biofield  (part of our nervous system)  is to enhance our ability to cope with 
stress.   We need to be able to adapt to stress in positive ways, or it will have very negative consequences to  
our well-being and daily life.   Man-made radiation from electronics,  nuclear plants… age our human cells.  
 

Dr, Andrew Weil, MD states that:  “Electromagnetic pollution (EMF) may be the 
most significant form of pollution human activity has produced this century, all the  
more dangerous because it is invisible and insensible”   We can’t see, feel or hear 
the thousands of the man-made EMF frequencies that are continuously bombarding  
every cell in our body.  We lose our natural vitality and grounding to the earth. 
      Our body’s cells go on a constant stress alert or defense mode by hardening… 
 

*  This radiation exposure stress keeps our cells from allowing nutrition in and toxins out.   
Our natural cell-to-cell communication is compromised & stressed, eventually affecting tissues, then organs…   
*  Since it is so gradual, by the time we recognize a problem, it may have already affected our immune system 
and the ability to focus & function easily.   The average accumulated & noticeable stress damage is ten years or 
more, unless we harmonize our cell phone and wireless devices with an effective harmonizer chip/cell guard.  
 

If you visit a natural health doctor, ask him/her to test for ATP or oxidative stress .. with & without your cell 
phone.   If your HP does geopathic allergy testing, energy testing … ask to be checked in a simple office visit.    
What if changing one thing for your health & vitality, you can heal and enjoy life more now and into the future.  
 

~~~  Protect, Strengthen & Renew ~~~ 
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